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Welsh Quarry Rolling Stock 2022
RTR
A pair of Ffestiniog Bolsters.

The high stance allows 2T slate wagons to be used as intermediates, supplied ready to run in grey primer, these
models consist of resin bodies and bolsters, brass hardware and couplers, white metal axleboxes and Slaters 18"
web spoked wheels, they include the unique chain tensioners.
These are built to order, lead time will depend on the amount of work going through the studio, costs per pair are :£170.00 Grey Primer £290.00 with custom paint.
Angle iron playpen slate wagon

Amongst the most common pieces of quarry rolling stock, supplied ready to run in grey primer, these models
consist of a resin deck with fabricated styrene, fully riveted basket, the axleboxes are whitemetal with Slaters wheel
sets, either 15" or 18". Couplers are Talisman brass and can be either Penrhyn style as shown or a Ffestiniog style
rectangular head.
These are built to order, lead time will depend on the amount of work going through the studio, costs are :£80.00 Grey Primer £140.00 with a custom paint job.

Kits
Slab Carrier

This is a true multi media kit, consisting of resin chassis and slab bearers, whitemetal axle boxes, Talisman brass
couplers, styrene chassis details, and Binnie 16" wheels on Slaters axles.
The wheelsets can be supplied to either 32mm or 45mm but not re-gaugable. These kits can be supplied less wheels
for a £3.00 discount, and will accept 15" or 18" Slaters wheelsets.
Priced at £36.00 with Binnie wheels or £33.00 without.
Flat

This is a true multi media kit, consisting of , resin chassis and deck, whitemetal axle boxes, Talisman brass
couplers, styrene chassis details, and Binnie 16" wheels on Slaters axles.
The wheelsets can be supplied to either 32mm or 45mm but not re-gaugable. These kits can be supplied less wheels
for a £3.00 discount, and will accept 15" or 18" Slaters wheelsets.
Priced at £36.00 with Binnie wheels or £33.00 without.

Runner Wagon

This is a true multi media kit, consisting of, resin chassis and deck, whitemetal axle boxes, Talisman brass couplers,
styrene chassis details, and Slaters 15" wheelsets. The kit includes the typical paraphernalia as shown
The wheelsets can be supplied to either 32mm or 45mm but not re-gaugable.
Priced at £60.00
We have a rubbish wagon featuring an etched body in preparation.
We offer a build and paint service on all products we supply, please contact us for price and availability .

